Motivations for FLYING PIG NETWORK EXPLOITATION

More and more services used by GCHQ targets are moving to increase user confidence, e.g. Hotmail, Yahoo, Gmail (not necessarily using the big providers).

Terrorists and cyber criminals are common users of TLS/SSL to increase user confidence, e.g. Hotmail, Yahoo, Gmail.
How the attack was done:

1. Legitimate Google server
2. Non-target traffic
3. MITM
4. Target traffic
5. Logs into router and adds static route for target traffic.
Motivations for FLYING PIG NETWORK EXPLOITATION

More and more services used by GCHQ targets are moving to TLS/SSL to increase user confidence, e.g., Hotmail, Yahoo, Gmail, and many others (not necessarily using the big providers).

Terrorists and cyber criminals are common users of TLS/SSL and their comms (not necessarily using the big providers).